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INNER LOOP NORTH - DETAILED COMPARISON MATRIX

CONCEPT 1: 
URBAN RESTORATION

CONCEPT 2: 
CENTRAL COMMONS
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COMMUNITY CONNECTION

CONCEPT 4:
490 CONNECTION

CONCEPT 5: 
DOWNTOWN BYPASS

CONCEPT 6: 
CITY GRID RESTORATION
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INNER LOOP NORTH - DETAILED COMPARISON MATRIX

GHG EMISSIONS

TRAFFIC VOLUMES
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RIVERWAY TRAIL 
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DOWNTOWN BYPASS
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CITY GRID RESTORATION
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INNER LOOP NORTH - DETAILED COMPARISON MATRIX

RESTORATION 
OF SCHILLER / 
FRANKLIN PARK

RESTORATION OF 
ANDERSON PARK

NEW GREEN 
SPACE FOR WOI 
SCHOOL

INCREASE IN 
STREET TREES

CONCEPT 1: 
URBAN RESTORATION

CONCEPT 2: 
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CONCEPT 3: 
COMMUNITY CONNECTION

CONCEPT 4:
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CONCEPT 5: 
DOWNTOWN BYPASS

CONCEPT 6: 
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INNER LOOP NORTH - DETAILED COMPARISON MATRIX

NEW DEVELOPABLE 
LAND CREATED

SUPPORTS 
EXISTING LAND 
USES

COST-BENEFIT
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URBAN RESTORATION

CONCEPT 2: 
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CONCEPT 3: 
COMMUNITY CONNECTION

CONCEPT 4:
490 CONNECTION

CONCEPT 5: 
DOWNTOWN BYPASS

CONCEPT 6: 
CITY GRID RESTORATION

ILN 
RECONSTRUCTION 
COSTS

LONG TERM 
MAINTENANCE 
COSTS


	Text8: -5-foot sidewalk; both sides of entire corridor (16,600 feet)-Pedestrian Crossings: 2-3 lanes -9 Signalized Crossings and 9 Unsignalized Crossings
	Text9: -5-foot sidewalk; both sides of entire corridor (16,600 feet)-Pedestrian Crossings: 2-3 lanes -7 Signalized Crossings and 11 Unsignalized Crossings
	Text10: -5-foot sidewalk; both sides from St. Paul Street to the eastern end of corridor (10,800 feet)-12-foot shared path; south side from the Genesee Riverway Trail to St. Paul Street (1,400 feet)-Pedestrian Crossings: 4-6 lanes -7 Signalized Crossings and 4 Unsignalized Crossings
	Text11: -5-foot sidewalk; both sides from St. Paul Street to the eastern end of corridor (10,800 feet)-12-foot shared path; south side from the Genesee Riverway Trail to St. Paul Street (1,400 feet)-Pedestrian Crossings: 4-6 lanes -7 Signalized Crossings and 4 Unsignalized Crossings
	Text12: -5-foot sidewalk; both sides from Joseph Avenue to the eastern end of corridor (10,800 feet)-12-foot shared path; south side from the Genesee Riverway Trail to St. Paul Street (1,400 feet)-Pedestrian Crossings: 4-6 lanes -4 Signalized Crossings and 0 Unsignalized Crossings
	Text13: -5-foot sidewalk; both sides of entire corridor (16,600 feet)-Pedestrian Crossings: 2-3 lanes -9 Signalized Crossings and 9 Unsignalized Crossings
	Tex14: -City grid restoration; N. Plymouth Avenue to E. Main Street (7,500 feet)-19 connections to surrounding street grid
	Text19: -City grid restoration; N. Plymouth Avenue to Scio Street (7,000 feet)-Restores historic alignment of Central Avenue-Block eliminated as a result of World on Inquiry Greenspace-16 connections to surrounding street grid
	Text15: -City grid restoration; N. Plymouth Avenue to E. Main Street (7,500 feet)-19 connections to surrounding street grid
	Text16: -City grid restoration; N. Plymouth Avenue to E. Main Street (7,500 feet)-15 connections to surrounding street grid
	Text17: -City grid restoration; Genesse River to E. Main Street (6,000 feet)-11 connections to surrounding street grid
	Text18: -City grid restoration; North Street to E. Main Street (2,300 feet)-4 connections to surrounding street grid
	Text20: -Two-way cycle track; south side of entire corridor (8,300 feet)
	Text25: -Two-way cycle track; south side from Cascade Drive to Scio Street (6,600 feet)-12-foot shared use path; south side from Scio Street to Union Street (2,000 feet) 
	Text21: -Two-way cycle track; south side of entire corridor (8,300 feet)
	Text22: -Two-way cycle track; south side of entire corridor (8,300 feet)
	Text23: -Two-way cycle track; south side from St. Paul Street to the eastern end of corridor (5,400 feet)-12-foot shared path; south side from the Genesee Riverway Trail to St. Paul Street (1,400 feet)
	Text24: -Two-way cycle track; south side from St. Paul Street to the eastern end of corridor (5,400 feet)-12-foot shared path; south side from the Genesee Riverway Trail to St. Paul Street (1,400 feet)
	Text26: -45 mph expressway replaced with at grade 30 mph urban arterial; N. Plymouth Street to E. Main Avenue (7,500 feet)
	Text31: -45 mph expressway replaced with at grade 30 mph urban arterial; N. Plymouth Street to Scio Street (7,000 feet)
	Text27: -45 mph expressway replaced with at grade 30 mph urban arterial; N. Plymouth Street to E. Main Avenue (7,500 feet)-Two urban roundabouts provide traffic calming at major intersections
	Text28: -45 mph expressway replaced with at grade 30 mph urban arterial; N. Plymouth Street to E. Main Avenue (7,500 feet)
	Text29: -45 mph expressway replaced with at grade 30 mph urban arterial; St. Paul Street to E. Main Street (6,000 feet)
	Text30: -45 mph expressway replaced with at grade 30 mph urban arterial; North Street to E. Main Street (2,300 feet)
	Tex32: -Interchange removal could increase origin to destination distances-New bicycle and pedestrian facilities could reduce vehicles on roads
	37: -Interchange removal could increase origin to destination distances (Concept 6 and Alternative 1)  -New at-grade connections at N. Plymouth Avenue could decrease origin to destination distances (Alternative 2)-New bicycle and pedestrian facilities could reduce vehicles on roads (All Three Alts)
	Text33: -Interchange removal could increase origin to destination distances-New bicycle and pedestrian facilities could reduce vehicles on roads
	Text34: -New at-grade connections at N. Plymouth Avenue could decrease origin to destination distances-New bicycle and pedestrian facilities could reduce vehicles on roads
	35: -New bicycle and pedestrian facilities could reduce vehicles on roads
	36: -New bicycle and pedestrian facilities could reduce vehicles on roads
	GHG EMISSIONS: 
	undefined: 
	undefined_2: 
	undefined_3: 
	undefined_4: 
	undefined_5: Refer to Appendix 11.
	38: -Substantial decrease to Inner Loop North volumes-Incremental increases to I-490 volumes-Substantial increases to Genesee River crossings volumes
	43: -Substantial decreases to Inner Loop North volumes-Incremental increases to I-490 volumes-Substantial increases to Genesee River crossings volumes
	39: -Substantial decreases to Inner Loop North volumes-Incremental increases to I-490 volumes-Substantial increases to Genesee River crossings volumes
	40: -Substantial decreases to Inner Loop North volumes-Incremental increases to I-490 volumes-Substantial increases to Genesee River crossings volumes
	41: -Incremental decreases to Inner Loop North volumesNegligible change to I-490 volumes-Incremental increases to Genesee River crossings volumes
	42: -Incremental decreases to Inner Loop North volumes-Negligible change to I-490 volumes-Incremental increases to Genesee River crossings volumes
	44: - Two-way cycle track connects to Genesee Riverway Trail- Genesee Riverway Trail has to cross 2 lanes of traffic with a crosswalk 
	49: - Two-way cycle track connects to Genesee Riverway Trail- Genesee Riverway Trail has to cross 2 lanes of traffic with a crosswalk via Commercial / Front Streets
	45: - Two-way cycle track connects to Genesee Riverway Trail- Genesee Riverway Trail has to cross 2 lanes of traffic with a crosswalk
	46: - Two-way cycle track connects to Genesee Riverway Trail- Genesee Riverway Trail has to cross 4 lanes of traffic with, no crosswalk
	47: - Two-way cycle track connects to Genesee Riverway Trail but doesn't extend to Allen Street or Cascade Drive- Genesee Riverway Trail has to cross 4 lanes of traffic flowing to / from 45mph highway with, no crosswalk
	48: - Two-way cycle track connects to Genesee Riverway Trail but doesn't extend to Allen Street or Cascade Drive- Genesee Riverway Trail has to cross lanes of traffic flowing to / from 45mph highway with
	50: - Provides two-way cycle track infrastructure for easy East/West travel along at-grade 2 lane road- Direct connection to Genesee Riverway trail- Restores pedestrian realm along roadway- Reconnected street grid throughout corridor
	55: - Provides two-way cycle track infrastructure for easy East/West travel along at-grade 2 lane road- Direct connection to Genesee Riverway trail- Restores pedestrian realm along roadway- Reconnected street grid throughout corridor
	51: - Provides two-way cycle track infrastructure for easy East/West travel- Direct connection to Genesee Riverway trail- Restores pedestrian realm along roadway- Reconnected street grid with roundabouts
	52: - Provides two-way cycle track infrastructure for easy East/West travel- Direct connection to Genesee Riverway trail- Restores pedestrian realm along roadway- Reconnected street grid 
	53: - Provides two-way cycle track infrastructure for easy East/West travel that cuts off at Genesee Riverway trail- Restores pedestrian realm along roadway- Retains expressway infrastructure West of River 
	54: - Provides two-way cycle track infrastructure for easy East/West travel that cuts off at Genesee Riverway trail- Restores pedestrian realm along roadway- Retains expressway infrastructure West of River
	56: - Restores Franklin Square and Anderson Park- Provides new green space by WOI School- Potential green / public space at former 490 Interchange
	61: - Restores Franklin Square and Anderson Park- Provides new green space by WOI School- Potential green / public space at former 490 Interchange
	57: - Restores Franklin Square and Anderson Park- Provides new green space by WOI School- Potential green / public space at former 490 Interchange
	58: - Restores Franklin Square and Anderson Park- Provides new green space by WOI School- Alternate routing along Scio and University would create additional community space
	59: - Restores Franklin Square and Anderson Park- Provides new green space by WOI School
	60: - Restores Franklin Square and Anderson Park- Provides new green space by WOI School
	62: - Creates space and opportunity to restore Franklin Park
	67: - Creates space and opportunity to restore Franklin Park
	63: - Creates space and opportunity to restore Franklin Park
	64: - Creates space and opportunity to restore Franklin Park
	65: - Creates space and opportunity to restore Franklin Park
	66: - Creates space and opportunity to restore Franklin Park
	68: - Creates opportunity to restore Anderson park
	73: - Creates opportunity to restore Anderson park
	69: - Creates opportunity to restore Anderson park
	70: - Creates opportunity to restore Anderson park
	71: - Creates opportunity to restore Anderson park
	72: - Creates opportunity to restore Anderson park
	74: - Provides opportunity for community green space for WOI- Two lane road runs through green space
	79: - Provides opportunity for community green space for WOI with no road
	75: - Provides opportunity for community green space for WOI- Two lane road runs through green space
	76: - Provides opportunity for community green space for WOI- Four lane road runs through green space- Option to provide alternate route along Scio and University, creating expanded green space
	77: - Provides opportunity for community green space for WOI- Four lane road runs through  green space 
	78: - Provides opportunity for community green space for WOI- Four lane road runs through  green space 
	80: - Additional street trees to be planted throughout corridor 
	85: - Additional street trees to be planted throughout corridor 
	81: - Additional street trees to be planted throughout corridor 
	82: - Additional street trees to be planted throughout corridor 
	83: - Additional street trees to be planted throughout corridor 
	84: - Additional street trees to be planted throughout corridor 
	86: - Narrower road (2 lanes)creates less impervious surfaces- Removal of I-490 interchange reduces impervious surfaces
	91: - Narrower road (2 lanes)creates less impervious surfaces- Removal of I-490 interchange reduces impervious surfaces- Green space opportunities
	87: - Narrower road (2 lanes)creates less impervious surfaces- Removal of I-490 interchange reduces impervious surfaces
	88: - Four lane roads throughout corridor 
	89: - Four lane roads throughout corridor 
	90: - Four lane roads throughout corridor - Retains existing expressway west of Franklin Square
	undefined_6: $96 Million (2028 Dollars)
	COSTBENEFIT: 
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	undefined_11: Refer to Appendix 12.
	92: - Creates approximately 16 acres for potential redevelopment
	97: - Creates approximately 16 acres for potential redevelopment
	93: - Creates approximately 16 acres for potential redevelopment
	94: - Creates approximately 13 acres for potential redevelopment
	95: - Creates approximately 12 acres for potential redevelopment
	96: - Creates approximately 8 acres for potential redevelopment
	98: - Opportunity for neighborhood scale redevelopment throughout corridor- Extension of two-way cycle track- Expands and restores existing parks- Removal of I-490 Interchange allows for additional neighborhood development 
	1033: - Opportunity for neighborhood scale redevelopment throughout corridor- Reconnected street grid throughout- Extension of two-way cycle track- Expands and restores existing parks- Removal of I-490 Interchange allows for additional neighborhood development  
	99: - Opportunity for neighborhood scale redevelopment throughout corridor- Extension of two-way cycle track- Expands and restores existing parks- Removal of I-490 Interchange allows for additional neighborhood development 
	100: - Retains full interchange at I-490- Opportunity for neighborhood scale redevelopment throughout corridor- Extension of two-way cycle track- Expands and restores existing parks- Four lane at-grade road throughout corridor
	101: - Retains full interchange at I-490- Opportunity for neighborhood scale redevelopment throughout corridor- Extension of two-way cycle track- Expands and restores existing parks- Four lane at-grade road East of the Genesee River
	102: - Retains full interchange at I-490- Opportunity for neighborhood scale redevelopment throughout corridor- Extension of two-way cycle track- Expands and restores existing parks- Four lane at-grade road East of the Franklin Square
	107: -Maintain at-grade roadway and bridge over Genesee River
	112: -Maintain at-grade roadway and bridge over Genesee River
	108: -Maintain at-grade roadway and bridge over Genesee River
	109: -Maintains connecting ramps to I-490 and associated bridges
	110: -Maintain connecting ramps to I-490 and associated bridges-Maintain elevated expressway ester of the Genesee River and bridges over N. Plymouth Avenue and State Street
	111: -Maintain connecting ramps to I-490 and associated bridges-Maintain elevated expressway ester of the Genesee River and bridges over N. Plymouth Avenue and State Street-Maintain depressed roadway with retaining walls and bridges at St. Paul Street, N. Clinton Avenue, and Joseph Avenue
	103:  $81 Million (2028 Dollars)
	11111: $103 Million (2028 Dollars)
	104: $89 Million (2028 Dollars)
	105: $89 Million (2028 Dollars)
	106: $101 Million (2028 Dollars)


